WE BUILD
BRANDS ONLINE

www.cyber-gear.com
WE HELP YOU TELL
YOUR STORY TO THE WORLD

Cyber Gear is an award winning web design company + strategic digital agency. We’re part of the digitally-fluent force that’s improving economies, shifting industries, and elevating businesses just like yours.

Positioned as an industry leader, Cyber Gear provides state-of-the-art internet solutions to a large number of multinational, government and private sector organisations.

Cyber Gear services include design of knowledge portals, intranets, e-CRM, e-business, CMS, e-commerce & mobile applications, Social Media, IoT and e-marketing campaigns.

Cyber Gear has signed contracts with leading retail, educational, financial and healthcare sector organisations for implementing web based projects. As partners in expanding your business, every digital solution we bring to the table is backed by meaningful strategy – to enhance your brand presence and build an online community.
ABOUT CYBER GEAR

As people we are continuously scanning the cyber world. We gather information and are able to place things in context. In our digital world, synergy is $2+2=22$.

By combining data, strategy, design and technology, we create tools that enable us to explore, understand and change the world to shape our future.

Together with our clients, we embrace this changing world by developing disruptive, innovative products and services. We tell new stories, enrich experiences and measure impact. This results in a valuable and fundamental contribution for our clients and their audience.

We aspire to change the world, one click at a time.

MISSION
We are passionate about the Web and the endless possibilities.

ACCOLADES
We never lose. Either we win, or we learn.

VALUES
We are sincere in what we do and believe in exceeding client expectations.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
We care about our planet.
EXPERTISE

RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN
More people access the web from their mobiles, so we follow a #MobileFirst approach.

MOBILE APPS
We develop bespoke Apps that add value to your business.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Engagement matters. We help you build an online community.

E-MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
Digital campaigns place your brand in front of a large audience.

PAY PER CLICK CAMPAIGNS
ROI is important. We run value campaigns to drive traffic.

ONLINE REPUTATION MANAGEMENT
Your brand needs to be protected. We enable you to achieve that.
WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT US

TESTIMONIALS

“Sharad was always professional, diligent and in touch with our needs. I would not hesitate using his services again.”

Paul Merrifield
Canada

“IT has been great to work with Sharad and his team at Cyber Gear. A top company and set of people to deal with.”

Sajjad Hamid
UAE

“Sharad has been in the digital business before most of his competitors could go about editing word documents. Always asks the right questions to help you and your business. His attitude is spot on to getting results and does not really sugar-coat things which translated to him being “Ridiculously Efficient”. I highly recommend his services and have seen first-hand projects being delivered on time, with high quality within the budget agreed.”

Kenny Thomas
India

WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU

Cyber Gear LLC
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